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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to this conference on Population Change and Life Course: Taking Stock and Looking to the Future, organized by the Strategic Knowledge Cluster on Population Change and Lifecourse.Yesterday, there was a pre-conference workshop on “Multistate analysis of life histories with R” given by Frans Willekens. There were 25 students and other researchers in attendance. I hear only good things from participants, and trust that their learning will also profit the rest of us.



 
Past National Conferences 

 
Population, Work, and Family Policy Research 

Collaboration (PWFC) 
 March 2006 
 December 2006 - Social Development and 

Economic Outcomes 
 December 2007 - Social and Economic Well-Being 

of Canada's Population in 2017 
 December 2008 - Meeting Canada's Diverse 

Challenges: Social Risk, Private Risk and 
Productivity 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This conference follows in the tradition of the four conferences of the Population, Work and Family Policy Research Collaboration, organized by the then Policy Research Initiative, with the Cluster as one of the sponsors.



Past National Conferences 

Statistics Canada’s Socio-Economic Conference 
 April 2010 
 September 2011 

Population Change and Lifecourse Strategic 
Knowledge Cluster 
 March 2013 - Income, Health, and Social Programs 

in an Aging Population 
 March 2015 - Population Change and Life Course: 

Taking Stock and Looking to the Future 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are also following in the tradition of the Statistics Canada Socio-Economic conferences, especially the last two where the Cluster was a strong participant.This and our 2013 conference follows in the tradition of these conferences, especially in the sense of including academic and public sector researchers, and policy people. In particular, there is interest in exchanges and partnerships across academics and persons in the policy sector. The conclusions of research can be useful to persons in the policy sector, and the issues of concern to the policy sector can be useful to interested researchers as they formulate their research questions.At the same time, the Cluster conferences have been different from the PWFC and Socio-Economic Conferences, in being smaller, by invitation, and held as a continuous plenary with no parallel sessions. As we found in 2013, this has allowed for a sustained discussion of questions of (1) research, (2) policy, (3) data, and (4) partnerships.



 
Thematic Committees & Leaders 

 
 Aging, lifelong 

learning and life 
course flexibility   
Paul Bélanger 
 Aging and paid work   

Ellie Berger 
 Caregiving and 

social participation  
Janet Fast  

 Health over the life 
course  
Amélie Quesnel-Vallée 
 Families  

Zheng Wu 
 Immigrants and 

migrants  
Barry Edmonston 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since this is the culminating event of the Population Change and Lifecourse cluster, we have also constructed this conference differently from others. In particular, we have organized the sessions around syntheses, sponsored by the Cluster, on specific topics. We have largely used the titles assigned to the Cluster’s thematic committees, as Session topics for the Conference.We realize, of course, that each of these thematic areas could have been the subject of a whole conference. We wanted instead to include all topics in order to interest all Cluster members and federal partners.



 
Partners and Representatives 

 
 Policy Research 

Initiative/ Horizons 
Canada  
Katherine Antal 
 Employment and 

Social Development 
Canada  
François Weldon 
John Reitschlin 
 Citizenship and 

Immigration Canada  
Xiaoyi Yan 
 

 Statistics Canada  
Johanne Denis 
 Health Canada  

Sylvain Paradis 
 Public Health 

Agency of Canada  
Beth Jackson 
 Aboriginal Affairs 

and Northern 
Development 
Canada  
Marc Fonda 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In each session there will be one or two syntheses presented. Since the text of most of these syntheses have also been made available as Cluster Discussion Papers and Cluster Policy Briefs, we have asked authors to focus on a few key messages and implications. Each session will also include two Issues Arising commentaries on research, policy and data questions, typically one by someone from the academic side and the other by someone from the policy sector. In our marching orders, we have emphasized that these commentaries need not be focused on the specific syntheses presented in the session, but rather comments on given areas with regard to research, data and policy as they see these questions going forward.



A Look to the Future 

Session 8: New Data – Sources, 
governance and infrastructure, analysis 

 New data (big data, administrative data, merged data) 
 Infrastructure and governance models (access) 
 Analysis (training needs) 
 

Session 9: Mega Trends in population 
and people’s lives 

 Population change 
 Life course 
 Associated policy 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This format applies to the first seven sessions where we are “taking stock”. For the last two sessions, we have used a panel approach to “look to the future” in terms of New Data and Mega Trends.Session 8 on New Data is to cover questions of (1) data sources, (2) infrastructure and governance models that ensure access, and (3) analysis and associated training needs.Session 9 is on Mega Trends in population and people’s lives, including (1) population change, (2) life course, and (3) associated policy. As you see, the sessions are chaired by members of the Cluster Executive Committee or Advisory Council.



Executive Committee 

 Rod Beaujot  
Project Director 
Western University 
 Céline Le Bourdais 

McGill University 
 Susan McDaniel 

University of 
Lethbridge 
 

 Kevin McQuillan 
University of Calgary 
 Byron Spencer 

McMaster 
University 
 Zenaida Ravanera 

Associate Director 
Western University 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also wanted to have a maximum time for discussion, and for everyone to take part. Thus, as in 2013, we have assigned people to tables in such a way as to ensure diversity at each table, for the ten minute “table discussions,” which are followed by “open discussions” at each session. For each table, we have assigned a chair and a note-taker. The chair and note takers stay at their tables, but the rest of us will have a different table assignment on the second day. As was the case in 2013, we are expecting that this format will allow people to bring various questions into the discussion, in terms of research, policy, data and partnerships.



Advisory Council 

 Don Drummond 
Queen’s University 
 Janet Halliwell 

J.E. Halliwell Associates 
 François Héran 

Institut National d'Études 
Démographiques 
 Lorna Marsden 

York University 
 

 Anne Martin-
Matthews 
University of British Columbia 
 Doug Saunders 

The Globe and Mail 
 Jean-Pierre Voyer 

Social Research and 
Demonstration Corporation 
 Frans Willekens 

Netherlands Interdisciplinary 
Demographic Institute  
 



PARTICIPANTS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I pass to Zenaida Ravanera, who will talk on “The Cluster Past in Review”, let me very briefly introduce the people who are present at the Conference. The slides that follow give the names for each partner- ministry and university or organization. Could I ask that people stand and wave their card when their name comes up.



• Aboriginal Affairs and 
Northern Development 
Canada 
– Christopher Penney 
– Erin O'Sullivan 
– Gonzague Guéranger 
– Marc Fonda 

 
• Citizenship and 

Immigration Canada 
– Christine Kayirangwa 
– Chu Dou Lynhiavu 
– Li Xu 
–  Lorna Janzten 
– Michael MacKinnon 
– Umit Kiziltan 

 

• Employment and Social 
Development  Canada 
– Andrew Maffre  
– Andrija Popovic 
– Anna Maria Luponio 
– Annette Ryan 
– Benoît-Paul Hébert 
– Charlaine Charron 
– François Weldon 
– Gilles Potvin 
– Gregory Gillespie 
– Joe Iacampo 
– John Rietschlin 
– Kari Glynis Elliott 
– Maxime Fougère 
– Miriam Koene 
– Youssef Boudribila 



• Health Canada 
– Alexander Kuc 
– Derek Wade 
– Nancy Thornton  
– Pascal Roberge 
– Rosy Anne Amourdon 
– Sylvain Paradis 
– Yibin Zhu 

 

• Policy Horizons Canada 
– Katherine Antal 
– Rhiannen Putt 

• Public Health Agency of 
Canada 
– Beth Jackson 
– Candace Smith 
– Christina Bancej 
– Gina Howell 
– Marie DesMeules 
– Marisol Betancourt  
– Nabanita Giri 
– Stephen Bent 



• Statistics Canada 
– Athanase Barayandema 
– Cathy Connors 
– Edward Ng 
– Éric Caron-Malenfant 
– François Nault 
– Hélène Maheux 
– Laurent Martel 

 

• Statistics Canada 
– Lynn Barr-Telford 
– Marc Lachance 
– Pamela Ramage-Morin 
– Shirley Bryan 
– Tamara Knighton 
– Tina Chui 
– Wen-Hao Chen 



• Dalhousie University 
– Angela Daley 

 
• Institut national de la recherche 

scientifique 
– Alain P. Bélanger 
– Benoît Laplante 
– Yann Décarie 

 
• McGill University  

– Amélie Quesnel-Vallée 
– Cassandra Cotton 
– Céline Le Bourdais  
– Davis Daumler 
– Nicole Denier 
– Renée Carter 
– Shelley Clark 
– Zoua Vang 
– Jennifer Sigouin 

 
 
 

• McMaster University 
– Becky Casey 
– Byron Spencer  

 
• Ministère de la Famille, Quebec; 

l'Université Laval 
– Philippe Pacaut 

 
• Nipissing University 

– Ellie Berger 
 

• Université  Concordia 
– Danielle Gauvreau 



• Université de Montréal 
– Alain Gagnon 
– Anaïs Simard-Gendron 
– Astrid Flénon 
– David Pelletier 
– Jacques Légaré 
– Kim Deslandes 
– Marianne Caron 
– Marilyn Amorevieta-Gentil 
– Mélanie Léger St-Cyr 
– Norbert Robitaille  
– Robert Bourbeau 
– Simona Bignami 
– Valérie Jarry 
– Yves Carrière  

 
 
 

• Université du Québec 
– Paul Bélanger 

• University  of Calgary 
– Kevin McQuillan 

• University  of Lethbridge 
– Susan McDaniel  

• University of Alberta 
– Janet Fast 

• University of British Columbia 
– Kjell Rubenson 

• University of Ottawa 
– Bonnie McIntosh 
– Michael Wolfson 



• University of Victoria 
– Barry Edmonston 
– Christoph M. Schimmele 
– Karen Kobayashi 
– Sharon Lee 
– Zheng Wu 

• University of Waterloo 
– Lori J. Curtis  
– Martin Cooke 
– Maxwell Hartt 

• Other 
– Peter Hicks 

 
 
 

• Western University 
– Laura Wright  
– Rachel Margolis 
– Rod Beaujot 
– Stacey Hallman 
– Zenaida Ravanera  

• York University 
– Ann H. Kim 
– Gunjan Sondhi 
– Lorna Marsden 
– Suzanne Cook 
 
 



• Canadian Research Data 
Centre Network 
– Sarah Fortin 

• Environics  Analytics 
– Jan Kestle  

• Institut National d'Études 
Démographiques 
– François Héran 

• J.E. Halliwell Associates 
– Janet Halliwell 

• The Globe and Mail  
– Doug Saunders 
 
 

• Netherlands 
Interdisciplinary 
Demographic Institute/ 
Max Planck Institute for 
Demographic Research 
– Frans Willekens 

• Oxford University 
– Melinda Mills 

• Social Research and 
Demonstration Corporation 
– Jean-Pierre Voyer 

• UK Data Forum 
– Tim Holt 

• Vanier Institute of Family 
– Nora Spinks 

 



• Social Sciences and Humanities 
Research Council 
– Chantal Barton   
– Gianni Rossi 
– Michelle Crawley 
– Patrick Couperus 
– Valérie Laflamme 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are delighted to have SSHRC so strongly represented here, with people representing Research Training (Valérie Laflamme), Research Grants and Partnerships (Gianni Rossi), and Future Challenges (Chantal Barton, Michelle Crawley, and Patrick Couperus)



THE PAST IN REVIEW 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I take full responsibility for this  second section of the presentation, as Rod has not seen the final version of this part. • In the first draft of the Conference Program,  I wrote in “Pass in Review” having in mind our accomplishments nicely marching in front of you, the dignitaries.  But Rod thought that I made a typo, and thus, he changed “Pass” to “Past”.  I now think that ”Past” is the more appropriate term, so, Past in Review, it is. 



Formation of the Cluster 
 SSHRC competition for Strategic Research Cluster Design 

Grants (2004-05) and Completion Grant (2005-06) 
 SSHRC “Designing the ideal cluster”, Ottawa, 8 Feb. 2005 
Population, Work and Family Policy Research 

Collaboration 
 Population Change and Public Policy  

Roderic Beaujot 
 Lifecourse and Bringing all the Threads Together  

Paul Bernard 
 Canadian Labour Research Cluster  

W. Craig Riddell 
Population Change and Lifecourse (2007-2015) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Our past go back to 2004, with the SSHRC’s calls for Strategic Cluster Design Grants.  We got those grants and got to attend a conference of designing the ideal Cluster.• Three of those funded Clusters participated in the first PWFC.• Two Clusters, “The Population Change and Public Policy”, and the “Bringing all the Threads Together”  subsequently joined up to  become the Population Change and Lifecourse Strategic Knowledge Cluster. 



Policy-Relevant 
Research Cycle 

Concepts 
Methods 

Data 

Results 

Questions 

Researchers 

Policy-Makers 

Ideas 
Evidence 
Reasons 

Policies 

Issues 

Concepts 
Methods 

Data 
Results 

Questions 

Ideas 
Evidence 
Reasons 

Policies 

Issues 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the late Paul Bernard noted, we aim for a Policy-Relevant Research Cycle that brings together Researchers and Policy-makers because:• Policy issues can become research questions• Research results become policy-relevant evidence• Research questions can reframe policy issues and ideas• The quest for evidence leads to data development• Policy implementation generates administrative data (that can then be used for research)



Who are we? Cluster Members 

Memorial 

Victoria McGill 

UQAM 

Montréal 

INRS 

Bishop’s 

Concordia 

Simon 
Fraser 

Dalhousie 

Lakehead 

McMaster 

Western Trent 
Ottawa 

Nippissing 

Ryerson 

Mount 
Alison 

MSVU 

UPEI 

UBC 

Calgary 

Alberta 

Lethbridge UNB Manitoba 

Saskatoon 

Toronto 

York 

Waterloo 

• Canadian universities:  
• 161 Faculty/Researchers  
• 110 Graduate students 

• Governments: 14 Researchers  
• International: 14  Faculty/Researchers  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rod already mentioned some of us: • The Advisory Council • The Leadership Group consisting of Thematic Committee Leaders, representatives of partners agencies, and the Executive Committee• But the core of the Cluster are the Members coming mainly from Canadian Universities • From the East-most coast, Memorial University, and the West-most, the University of Victoria and several from in between: the Atlantic Region, Quebec, Ontario, the Prairies, and 2 more from British Columbia.



How have we operated? 
 Events and projects 

initiated and managed 
by:  
• Thematic 

Committees 
• Director 

 Calls for Proposals and 
Competitions 

• Knowledge Mobilization 
• Synthesis, Research & 

Policy Briefs 
• Big Picture Synthesis 
• Data Development 
• Computer Modeling 
• Faculty Exchange 
• SSHRC to CIHR Transition 
• Student Competition 

Four RFP and Competitions every year:  
January  15, April 15, June 15, October 15 

Administered by: 
 Rod Beaujot 
 Zenaida Ravanera 
 Ania Barszczuk  
 Georgios Fthenos 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have conducted events and projects in three ways: • Through the 6 Thematic Committees• Projects and events initiated and managed by the Director,  and Through Calls for Proposals and Competitions done 4 times a year, adjudicated by the Executive CommitteeBehind these events and projects are the Administrative Staff • As you may have noticed,  we rely on Georgios for special events such as this Conference• A very crucial element for a big network such as ours is Financial Management, and I think that the Cluster’s finances have been managed wisely, its resources shared fairly, and accounted for with transparency.• I can say this objectively as I am not involved with the Cluster’s finances.  That task is Rod’s, helped by Ania. And so, what have we accomplished that could be well described in a few minutes?  I thought that “by the numbers’ is not the way to go.  But, Rod and Ania produced the numbers anyway, of course, mainly based on financial records.  So here they are:

http://sociology.uwo.ca/cluster/en/opportunities/call_for_proposals/knowledge_mobilization.html
http://sociology.uwo.ca/cluster/en/opportunities/call_for_proposals/synthesis_research_policy_briefs.html
http://sociology.uwo.ca/cluster/en/opportunities/call_for_proposals/synthesis_research_policy_briefs.html
http://sociology.uwo.ca/cluster/en/opportunities/call_for_proposals/big_picture_synthesis.html
http://sociology.uwo.ca/cluster/en/opportunities/call_for_proposals/data_development.html
http://sociology.uwo.ca/cluster/en/opportunities/call_for_proposals/dynamic_computer_modeling.html
http://sociology.uwo.ca/cluster/en/opportunities/call_for_proposals/faculty_exchange/index.html
http://sociology.uwo.ca/cluster/en/opportunities/call_for_proposals/sshrc_cihr_transition.html
http://sociology.uwo.ca/cluster/en/opportunities/call_for_proposals/student_competition/index.html


Summary of projects 
• Faculty Exchange: 5 
• Knowledge Mobilization RFP: 32 
• Knowledge Mobilization Director-initiated: 19 
• Big Picture Syntheses: 6 
• Data Development: 11 
• Dynamic Computer Modeling: 1 
Total: 74 projects on which we kept separate accounts 
• Plus … 

–  Thematic Committee projects paid for from TC budgets 
–  Recurring projects such as Policy and Research Briefs 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• We have had the following projects shown in the slide. • Or, a total of 74 projects for which separate accounts were kept. • These do not include projects done by the thematic committees paid for through separate annual budgets that are based on the committees’ plans approved by the Executive Committee, and  • Recurrent activities such as production of Policy and Research Briefs Another set of numbers are the grants awarded to students. 



Summary of Student Competitions 
• Summer Courses: 27 
• Time Away from home 

program: 12 
• Student Travel to 

International and National 
Conferences: 95 

Total Grants: 134 

International Conferences: 
• International Union for the 

Scientific Study of Population 
(IUSSP): 13 

• Population Association of 
America (PAA): 13 

• International Sociological 
Association (ISA): 4 

• European Population 
Conference (EPC): 5 

• Association internationale 
des démographes de langue 
française (AIDELF): 11 

• American Sociological 
Association (ASA): 12 

Plus ... students supported to 
attend : 
• Population, Work, and Family Policy 

Research Collaboration (PWFC) 
• Statistics Canada’s Socio-Economic 

Conference  in 2010 &2011 
• Cluster Conferences of 2013 & 2015 
• Specific Knowledge Mobilization and 

Training projects 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Students were provided funds for summer courses, time away form home program and travels to conferences, a total of 134 grants. • And,  these do not included students supported to attend events managed by the Cluster.• The international conferences to where the students presented their papers included the conferences enumerated here.� • These conferences are competitive and one must have done good research for the paper  to be accepted for presentation. • Some of the students supported are here, with their posters. • Years from now, while the students would have received feedback on papers presented, I am sure that what they would remember years from now are their experiences outside of the Conference. • They must have had some fun, if only because these conferences were held in places such as Marrakech, Budapest, Busan Korea, and Stockholm.  • I should know as I was in those places too presenting my own SSHRC-funded research. 



2013 International Population Conference 
Busan, South Korea 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• In the International Conference in Busan, the Cluster had a booth, displaying the Cluster and the various Centres to which members belong. • It was manned by students who received grants, and this second photo shows just about a third of the number of Cluster-supported students, not including Professor Robert Bourbeau, of course, the left-most in the second photo• And the third shows that yes, some visitors did come to ask about us So, those were some of the numbers.  I think though that we should take a look at the Cluster’s accomplishments against what we said we would do.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
• At the start of the Cluster, we said that we would mobilize knowledge• And that we would do so by doing various activities and products that ranges from the technical to the general knowledge, aimed not only for academic audiences but also for policy people, service providers, and the general public�So how did we do?



The Siciliano 2009 Forum on 
Global Aging in the 21st Century 

International Metropolis Workshop 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows some of the cover pages of the reports submitted to us.  This is by no means complete and I ask especially members who are here whose report covers are not shown to excuse my omission.  �• Some of the projects leaned more toward the technical, though even in these events the Cluster aimed to have policy people included, and other projects are more policy and service-oriented• Some were done through the thematic committees,  and some by students• The projects cover various lifecourse stages from childhood to later life.• And, the coverage ranges from the local to the international

http://sociology.uwo.ca/cluster/en/projects/knowledge_mobilization/2009/index.html
http://sociology.uwo.ca/cluster/en/projects/knowledge_mobilization/2009/index.html
http://sociology.uwo.ca/cluster/en/projects/knowledge_mobilization/2009/index.html
http://sociology.uwo.ca/cluster/en/projects/knowledge_mobilization/2009/index.html
http://sociology.uwo.ca/cluster/en/projects/knowledge_mobilization/2009/index.html
http://sociology.uwo.ca/cluster/en/projects/knowledge_mobilization/2010/index.html


Some Reflections 

• Variety of projects and events 
• Widely shared resources 
• Cluster funds used to raise funds from other 

sources 
 

• Funds for research? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As this is our last conference, I am indulging in some reflections, thinking about what we have done well and what we could have done better. • We have done well in terms of having supported a variety of projects and events• We have shared as widely and as fairly as we can the resources that we had• Our support, in turn, have been used by members to leverage funds from other sources�• It would have been great if we had been allowed to use some of our funds for research, though, knowing our preferences, we probably would have channeled more funds for research and thus would probably not have  supported as many varied  knowledge mobilization projects as we had done 



2013 

INRS Media Release:  
Étude comparative Montréal-Toronto-
Vancouver: Les élèves allophones du 
Canada affichent une meilleure réussite 
scolaire 

Workshop on Lifecourse Perspectives on 
Immigration held at the Centre Urbanisation, 
June 2010 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have had a variety of products including our own Discussion Paper Series, Special Issues of Journals, and compilations of papers presented in conferences.  But to demonstrate what and how we have moved knowledge from the technical to the more general, I would focus on the case of one journal article.�• In 2010, the Immigration and Migrants thematic committee held a workshop in Montreal. • In 2013, papers from the workshop were published in a special issue of the Canadian Studies in Population• In 2014, the  Cluster produced  Research Brief # 21, Academic Performance and Educational Pathways of Allophone Youth: A Comparative Analysis of Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver, based on the journal article by Jacques Ledent and his colleagues• The Cluster made a press release in English based on the Research Brief, distributed to its mailing list that includes media people• And, we being in Canada, the Media Relations Office of INRS did one in French as well.

http://sociology.uwo.ca/cluster/en/publications/research_briefs/index.html
http://www.ucs.inrs.ca/actualites/les-eleves-allophones-du-canada-affichent-une-meilleure-reussite-scolaire


Some Reflections 

• Journal Article        Research Brief        Press Release 
– Synthesis Report (25)       Executive Summary (3)      Key 

Messages (1) 

• Author or Student (Journalism or Social Science) 
– Professional journalist, Media Consultancy firm 

• More training 
–  how to deal with the media 
–  how to write briefs 

• Media Relations Office, Media list 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• To translate knowledge from research done to knowledge for a more general audience, we need to take the subsequent steps of having research or policy briefs and media release.  • This is similar (though not quite the same) to our requirement from those who did the Synthesis Papers (actually following the SSHRC guidelines) to be presented today and tomorrow to produce a 3-page Executive Summary and a 1-page Key Messages. I know it’s hard to do these last steps when one has already worked so hard on the synthesis, but it’s a necessary step for knowledge mobilization.• At the outset, we considered getting professional journalist or hire a consultancy firm to do the work of producing briefs and press releases, but we chose to ask first the author of the article, or a student (of journalism or social science) to do these as we were cognizant of our main aim of training on knowledge mobilization.• If we were to do this again, I think that we could do more training not only on how to write briefs but also on how to deal with the media, including how to make effective use of social media such as blogs.• And, we should review how we relate to the universities’ media relations offices and take a closer look at our media lists.



Data and Training  

• YITS  and SLID for Stata 
• NPHS for Longitudinal Analysis 

Seminar on Dynamic Computer Modeling 

A Textbook for MODGEN Users 

Fifth CPS Graduate Research Development Conference 

Knowledge Translation and 
Synthesis Training Workshop 

Multistate analysis of life histories with R 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Our data and training events could also be grouped into those that dealt with technical aspects of research as the Multi-state Analysis of Life Histories Using R that was held yesterday, the support made the QICSS summer schools, preparing data such as SLID, YITS and NPHS for longitudinal Analysis, etc. • And those that dealt with knowledge mobilization, such as the very first one held in 2008 on knowledge translation and synthesis training, and in 2013 the writing for the reader.  The last one is where we could have done better by having a training for longer than one afternoon, and having more practice at writing briefs• There were also the Graduate Student Research and Development Conferences that combined training on research and on knowledge mobilization.  These trainings are well described in our website. 



Some Reflections 

• Internships with partner agencies 
– Student competition (and funds) solely for 

internship 

• Greater collaboration between training 
centres (universities) and partners 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• One of the trainings where I think we could have done better is internship with our partner agencies.  • We did support two students to do internship work at Statistics Canada but we could probably have helped more students had we gone for separate competition solely for internship, though this would have required more collaboration between training centres and our partner agencies.



Internationalization 

• Faculty Exchange 
• Support for international 

conferences and workshops 
• Support for students to 

participate in international 
conferences 

• Participation in SSHRC’s 
Imagining Canada’s Future: 
Implications for global peak 
population for Canada 

 
 

• Comparative 
research 

• Research 
collaboration  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• The Cluster had aimed for stronger internationalization.  We did have faculty exchange initiative that brought three faculty members to UK, France and China.• As shown earlier, we provided support for organization of  and sending students to international conferences• And, participation in SSHRC’s Imagining Canada’s Future on Implications for the global peak population• I do think that, to say that we have done internationalization, we should have had support for international comparative research and for research collaboration.  These, however, were difficult to achieve given the restriction on the Cluster to do research, and that these would have required a stronger ties between research institutes in Canada and abroad.  



Partnership Grants  
on Cluster’s Research Interests 

Gender, Migration and the Work of Care 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• We call this Conference our culminating event; that is, the Cluster have ceased undertaking new projects. But while the Cluster will no longer exist as a structure, the members comprising the Cluster are still be around, and they can continue to do knowledge mobilization. • There are now SSHRC-funded  partnership grants on areas of interest to the Cluster whose proposals were supported by the Cluster: • On immigration, the Pathways to Prosperity based at Western.  Vicki Esses, who is the PI on this Partnership Grant invites Cluster members interested in immigration to join the group. • And on caring, the Gender Migration and Work of Care based at the Centre for Global Social Policy at the University of Toronto• Our hope is that the other areas of interest to the Cluster such as on Families would work toward having similar partnerships.  



It’s been a good ride! 

Thank you! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For now, I say, it’s been a good ride and thank you!
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